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Abstract—Interconnected devices are growing very fast in
today’s automotive market, providing new and complex features
that cover very different domains. This vast and continuous
requirement for new features brings to impact areas categorized
as real-time safety-critical devices, opening the possibility to add
potential vulnerabilities. By analyzing the security vulnerabilities
within vehicle networks, this paper aims at proposing a new
generation of a secure architecture based on Controller Area
Network (CAN) called TAURUM P2T. This new architecture
looks at mitigating the vulnerabilities found in the current
network systems of road vehicles by introducing a low-cost and
efficient solution based on the introduction of a Secure CAN
network able to implement a novel key provisioning strategy.
The proposed architecture has been implemented, resorting
to a commercial Multi-Protocol Vehicle Interface module, and
the obtained results experimentally demonstrate the approach’s
feasibility.

Index Terms—CAN-bus, Rolling secret key, Automotive, Secure
Embedded System, Secure CAN Network, ECC, No secret key
Infrastructure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, automotive control systems are increasingly op-
erating in a hostile environment. Consequently, there is a quest
to make these systems resilient to cyber-attacks, thus avoiding
strategic assets’ exposure. Unluckily, this trend introduces
severe issues for the automotive industry. The World Forum for
Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29), through the
UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), [1] planned
new ECE Regulations for Vehicle Cybersecurity and Software
Updates [2], [3]. Starting from 2023, carmakers must apply
these regulations to all permanently and seamlessly connected
road vehicles. They introduce non-negotiable conditions for
getting approval and market access to the entire UNECE
WP.29 member countries. In this context, the next years
will be challenging for the automotive sector, requiring new
cyber-security monitoring, detection, reporting, and response
capabilities across the entire vehicle life-cycle and the entire
supply chain. Failing in fulfilling WP.29 requirements means
a production roadblock with a huge loss of money.

In the automotive domain, the Controller Area Network
(CAN) is the main communication protocol. While designed
to obtain high reliability and be employed in a high-noise en-
vironment, it is also a potential security threat source. Security
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mechanisms currently implemented to guarantee authenticity
and integrity of CAN communications may be severely im-
pacted by throughput limitations and limited key availability
that represent a strong constraint on feature development of
permanently and seamlessly connected road vehicles.

This paper analyzes and discusses specific security vulner-
abilities connected to the current CAN network architecture
employed in road vehicles. It then introduces TAURUM P2T,
a new Secure CAN Flexible Data rate (CAN-FD) architecture
that increases the current security level in road vehicles by
addressing the identified vulnerabilities and remaining strictly
compliant to the WP.29 regulation. TAURUM P2T introduces
the following main contributions:

• increased security with limited cost and hardware re-
sources;

• implementation of a rolling secret key system;
• privilege separation;
• secret key auto-generation without external key infras-

tructures.
The paper is organized as follows: section II introduces the

basic organization of a state-of-the-art vehicle CAN network
while section III discusses the main vulnerabilities of this
type of network. Section IV overviews the proposed secure
architecture, section V provides experimental results, and
finally section VI summarizes the main contributions and
concludes the paper.

II. AUTOMOTIVE CAN NETWORK OVERVIEW

Today’s vehicles include several (at least 70) Electronic
Control Units (ECUs) handling various subsystems [4]. A
non-exhaustive list of common ECUs includes Engine Con-
trol Module (ECM), Transmission Control Module (TCM),
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Electronic Stability Control
(ESC), Anti-Lock Brake System Module (ABS), Body Control
Module (BCM), Telematics Control Unit (TCU), Onboard
Diagnostic System (OBD), Diesel Exhaust Fluid Controller
(DEFC), Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT), Chassis Control
Module (CCM), Light Control Module (LCM). As the reader
may notice, communication is essential since often a subsys-
tem must control actuators or receive feedback from other
subsystems.

Vehicle’s ECUs communicate employing the CAN protocol.
The messages transmitted over the vehicle’s CAN network
have heterogeneous requirements in terms of accessibility (i.e.,



visibility outside the vehicle) and security (i.e., confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity). The CAN-bus is a very flexible
multi-cast serial bus that supports the software implementation
of a wide range of safety, security and convenience features,
thus saving the cost and complexity of “hard-wired” imple-
mentations. This paper refers to the CAN Flexible Data rate
(CAN-FD) version of the protocol introduced by BOSCH [5].

In a standard automotive CAN network, country-based Stan-
dard Vehicle Regulations (e.g., emission legislations) define
several messages, and external inspectors must read them.
The consequence is that these messages are in clear text, and
vehicles are equipped with an On-Board Diagnostic (OBD)
port. This port enables monitoring and read data on the CAN-
bus. Therefore, to comply with emission standards, a vehicle
CAN network can implement just two of the CIA triad’s
security pillars: integrity and authenticity [6]. Integrity and au-
thenticity of CAN data frames are implemented using Cipher-
based Message Authentication Code (CMAC) signatures [7],
[8]. To avoid the implementation of replay attacks [9], a rolling
counter is usually included in each transmitted frame [10].

III. AUTOMOTIVE CAN NETWORK VULNERABILITIES

Attackers interested in violating vehicle’s ECUs by exploit-
ing CAN vulnerabilities are mainly of two types:

• The vehicle owner: not interested in damaging its good.
He usually aims at obtaining better vehicle performance
or tampering with annoying features, like diagnostic.

• A professional attacker: driven by, for example, unscrupu-
lous competitors aiming at damaging company reputa-
tions.

A. Man in the Middle attacks

Man in the Middle (MitM) attacks to the CAN network
are the preferred class of attacks among vehicle owners. They
exploit external devices to create a malicious CAN partial
gateway. Two settings are possible, as shown in Figure 1: (A)
exploiting OBD port access, and (B) placing an external CAN
module downstream to the victim module.
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Fig. 1: Man in the Middle attack schemes

The simpler implementation exploits the OBD port through
an external analyzer module (Figure 1A). This gives the

attacker control over several diagnostic services. Moreover, it
enables sniffing vehicle public CAN network traffic, injecting
CAN frames, and potentially modifying data frames under
certain physical limits.

A more efficient MitM attack requires an external CAN
device placed as a CAN gateway downstream to the victim
ECU. Figure 1B shows an example of this attack. The mali-
cious CAN gateway physically isolates the right side of the
network for conditioning the data frame delivered to the victim
and vice versa. In this example, the frame with ID 0x2,
directed to VGT is modified while the frame with ID 0x1
remains unaltered. On the opposite side, the frame with ID
0x3 produced by VGT is deleted by the malicious gateway,
while the frame with ID 0x4 passes with modified data.
Roughly speaking, with this MitM configuration, an attacker
can:

• Intercept and then suppress specific messages;
• Inject messages to emulate something when CMAC does

not protect those messages;
• Intercept and then modify CAN data frame payloads with

desirable data. This is possible with a direct attack when
CMAC is not implemented or disabled, while an indirect
attack is needed in all other cases. An indirect attack is
a method to bypass the CMAC signature by sniffing and
reusing CAN frame messages performing a reply attack
[9]. It works pretty well when a rolling counter is not
implemented but can also work when the rolling counter
is present for all steady data frames.

In general, MitM attacks have a significant impact on war-
ranty costs. Tampering with the vehicle parameters increases
vehicle damage risks. In case of damage, the external devices
used to mount the attack can be easily removed, making it
impossible to prove a tampering action that would lead to a
loss of warranty.

B. Denial of Service attacks

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are the preferred class of
attacks mounted by the second category of attackers, with
the main purpose to destroy a company’s reputation. The
attackers exploit the Electrical/Electronic (E/E) architecture
of the vehicle. Typically, they look for infotainment system
exploits by leveraging the available apps. The attacker, in this
case, tries to grant public CAN-bus access to force a bus off
or create a task overrun event. The attacker can exploit the
presence of OBD Bluetooth devices associated with unofficial
apps. In automotive, losing CAN communication or miss real-
time deadlines due to task overrun is considered a safety-
critical event. In this condition, the vehicle must apply a proper
safety recovery action with potential impact on customers. For
this reason, in a secure and safe E/E architecture, a CAN
gateway/firewall is usually inserted between the OBD port and
infotainment system to the rest of the public CAN network.

C. Automotive Cyber-Security Key Provisioning Infrastructure

Computing CMAC signatures to guarantee CAN data frame
integrity and authenticity requires a shared key provisioning



infrastructure. It is important to mention that not all the ECUs
in a road vehicle require to exchange CMAC protected data
frames. The security architecture defines the total amount of
keys needed for CMAC calculation for each secure vehicle
[11]. Since CMAC computation requires hardware accelera-
tion, the maximum number of secret keys a vehicle can handle
is strictly related to the Crypto Engine storage availability and
key’s length. Considering a current standard Crypto Engine for
automotive applications, the available key storage is around
256B. Assuming 16B key length, it can potentially store 16
keys. The newest generation of automotive Crypto Engines
should increase this availability to 1 Kbyte, thus accommo-
dating 64 16B keys. Still, car-makers must properly handle
these secrets.

Let us consider a big car-maker selling 10 Million secure
vehicles per year. Assuming the use of different secret keys
for each vehicle in the entire fleet and that every vehicle
uses next-generation Crypto Engines handling 64 16B MAC
keys, the total amount of storage required to handle the keys
would be approximately 9GB. If complementary information,
such as Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), module part-
numbers, etc., is considered, the memory space becomes three
times the aforementioned. Interestingly, the IT infrastructure
for managing those numbers is not so prohibitive. Still, it
requires a lot of investment in security since data need to
be shared among different worldwide actors: manufacturing
plants, suppliers, services, and dealers (Figure 2). In this
context, it is not always easy to maintain trust environments to
avoid leakages. Any violation compromises the entire vehicle
fleet. A desirable target is to dismiss the IT infrastructure
having local key provisioning directly at the vehicle level, with
a self-build method to mitigate the above risks.

Controller Plant IT DATACENTER

Vehicle Plants

Dealers&Services

Fig. 2: Generic shared secret key proliferation

IV. TAURUM P2T
A. Architecture

TAURUM P2T is an Advanced Secure CAN-FD Archi-
tecture for road vehicles. TAURUM P2T separates ECUs
data communication from security and key provisioning man-
agement using two separated CAN networks (Figure 3).
The Public CAN network (depicted in black) and accessible
through the standard CAN Gateway (CGTW) transmits the
standard vehicle CAN traffic. The Secure CAN network (the
red one) exchanges sensible information to handle shared keys

and security violations. All frames in this second network
are encrypted, and the network is only accessible through
the TAURUM P2T Secure Gateway (SGTW). The SGTW
establishes privilege levels and manages secret keys required
to compute MAC signatures. The keystones of the TAURUM
P2T are:

• a sharing key mechanism governed by the SGTW and
able to define separated trust zones;

• an SGTW controlled sub-domain management of the bus
for ensuring segregation;

• a rolling MAC secret key infrastructure to implement a
countermeasure to MitM and reply attacks.
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Fig. 3: TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN Network for
Automotive.

The TAURUM P2T architecture can only be applied to
CAN-FD networks that provide data rates up to 8 Mbps, as per
CAN FD’s specifications [5] and, most importantly, extend the
size of each data frame up to 64 bytes, which is mandatory
to allocate space for security-related information. TAURUM
P2T supports two types of CAN messages: the Public CANF-
FD frame transmitted over the Public CAN (Figure 4a) and
the Secure CAN-FD frame transmitted over the Secure CAN
(Figure 4b).

DATA PAYLOAD

10 to 32-bytes

DATA PAYLOAD 
CMAC DIGEST
16 to 32-bytes

DATA FRAME R
C

2-bytes8 to 30-bytes

Rolling Counter

(a) PUBLIC CANF-FD Frame: a payload
26 bytes to 64 byte long divided into data
payload and CMAC digest required for
authenticity and integrity purposes

KEY
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for MAC computation
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AES KEY
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ENCRYPTED KEY DATA      
CAN  FRAME

16 to 32-bytes

(b) SECURE CAN-FD Frame: encrypted
message sent by the SGTW to all the se-
cure modules for key update and security
management purposes.

Fig. 4: TAURUM P2T Frames

The Public CANF-FD frame uses CMAC to guarantee
integrity and authenticity. Therefore, it contains the plain data
and the CMAC digest. By profiling the CMAC computation
time on real automotive hardware (see Section V), we identi-
fied that the worst case in throughput performance is given
by a configuration using 256 bit for data and 256 bit as
CMAC digest. This configuration is the most secure from a
cryptography standpoint, requiring secret key updates at a slow
rate. Similar security levels can be obtained with fewer digest
bits at the price of an increased key update rate, thus allowing



to trade-off between digest’s length and key updates. In the
case of a steady condition, a frame could contain the same data
over several transmissions. Even with CMAC implemented, a
reply attack is always possible. For this reason, the plain data
block reserves two bytes for implementing a rolling counter
protecting the system from these attacks.

To compute CMAC digests, ECUs must share a secret key.
To better handle CAN security, TAURUM P2T introduces the
possibility of setting privilege levels (PL) in the communica-
tion (Figure 5). Each PL holds a dedicated secret key (KPLi)
used for MAC signature computation at that level.

1

N
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2

Secret Key PL N (𝐾!"# )

Secret Key PL 3 (𝐾!"$ )

Secret Key PL 2 (𝐾!"% )

Secret Key PL 1 (𝐾!"& )

Fig. 5: TAURUM P2T Privilege Hierarchy Block Scheme.
Lower numbers indicate higher privilege levels. Level 1 usu-
ally represents the SGTW.

Privilege separation is a fundamental mechanism introduced
by TAURUM P2T. Every secure ECU also referred to as a
secure node (SN), is associated with a PL in the hierarchy.
An ECU working at PLi holds all secret keys form PLi

to PLN (i.e., KPLi,KPLi+1, . . . ,KPLN ). It, therefore, can
communicate with its counterparts at the same PL or with
those at lower PLs. In case of an attack to an ECU or
secret key leaks, only the affected PL and the lower PLs are
compromised for a certain period, i.e., until the activation of
recovery countermeasures or update of the secret keys.

TAURUM P2T privilege separation also implements an
additional feature useful to handle specific constrained security
requirements. Road vehicles are often equipped with so-
called secondary controllers. Usually, these modules have re-
duced hardware capability for meeting security requirements.
Through TAURUM P2T, it is possible to define a security sub-
domain, where the strength of the secret keys is reduced (e.g.,
8B or less) to better fit the system throughput constraints. This
requires a more frequent update of the secret keys.
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Fig. 6: TAURUM P2T Privilege Hierarchy with different key
size.

Figure 6 provides an example where a privilege level
acts as a security sub-gateway. In this example, the SGTW
works at level 1, while all untrusted devices work at level 5.
The rest of the secure modules work at level 3, except the
secondary controller assigned to level 4. Finally, level 2 is
assigned to the sub-domain gateway module, thus keeping the
secondary controller isolated from the other nodes of the CAN
network.The way privilege levels are assigned is application
dependent and aims at fulfilling the security requirements of
the architecture.

B. Secure CAN and Key Provisioning

The TAURUM P2T secure CAN performs key provisioning,
sharing the secret keys (KPLi) required by all SNs for CMAC
digest calculation. Communication on this bus must be fully
secure and guarantee confidentially, integrity and authenticity.
Communication on the secure CAN is encrypted through
symmetric cryptography based on the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), implemented with the Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC) modality [12]. The PL secret keys (KPLi) used for
CMAC digest calculation are also used for secure communi-
cation at different PLs on the secure CAN. To keep a high
level of security, these secret keys are periodically rolled. The
rolling time and the digest size are parametrized to ensure the
highest flexibility.

As discussed in subsection III-C, the secret key distribution
infrastructure is among the main challenges for the carmakers
in developing a large fleet of interconnected vehicles. TAU-
RUM P2T removes this bottleneck. In TAURUM P2T, all
secrets are locally generated by the SGTW and securely shared
with all connected nodes. This solution reduces the need to
find trusted users and sustain a secure infrastructure.

Figure 7 outlines the different steps of the TAURUM P2T
key provisioning implementation. During the first vehicle
initialization at the plant (step 1), the SGTW performs a
network discovery phase to map all SNs connected to the
Secure CAN (i.e., those that require exchanging CMAC signed
frames on the public CAN). It then generates using its local
Crypto Engine the first set (time 0) of all PL secret keys
(K0

PL1, · · · ,K0
PLN ) and securely stores this information (step

2). After a complete network discovery, the SGTW handles the
key provisioning node by node.

To establish the first root of trust between the SGTW and a
given secure node (SNi) with privilege PLM, TAURUM P2T
resorts to elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) [13]. Every ECU
connected to TAURUM P2T stores the same curve as public
data in its flash. Curve25519 has been selected to balance
the high efficiency of computation, thus fitting the considered
hard real-time environment perfectly [14]. ECC shared keys
are used to provision MAC secret keys during the network’s
initialization or when an attack is detected. They make it
possible to build a secure point-to-point network between the
SGTW and each ECU.

The SGTW and the SN start the establishment of the first
root of trust (step 3) by generating a public/private key pair
((KgPB ,KgPR) for the SGTW and (KnPB ,KnPR) for the
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Fig. 7: TAURUM P2T Secure CAN key provisioning protocol based on symmetric cryptography.

secure node). The SGTW uses a different key pair for every
node. The SGTW and SN exchange their public key (steps 4
and 5) and use it to build two shared secrets (SSg and SSsn),
adding a nonce to the received public key. These secrets are
exchanged after encryption using the local private keys (steps
6 and 7). The shared secrets are used to generate the first
shared key KSH (step 8). This shared key is used to securely
transfer the secret keys starting from PLM (the PL of the SN)
down to PLN (K0

PLM , · · · ,K0
PLN in step 9). At this point,

the node holds the secret keys and can start communicating
with other nodes on the public network using CMAC signed
frames.

Generated keys are valid for a limited time frame. Each PL
sets a rolling parameter to decide when it must roll its related
key. Whenever the rolling key time of PLi expires, the SGTW
generates a new key (step 10) and then transmits the new key
to all nodes connected to that level using the previous key.
The secret key update is not only time-based but can also be
event-based. An update can be forced by a specific event, like
init, shutdown controller procedure, etc.

TAURUM P2T implements a deprecated key functionality.
When the violation of an ECU is detected, the SGTW can
mark the related PL secret key as deprecated. Figure 8 shows
an example of this mechanism. Starting from a valid condition
with several ECUs connected at PL3 (Figure 8A), the SGTW
detects a compromised DEFC module (Figure 8B). The secret
key for Kt

SH is then marked as deprecated (Figure 8C). All
ECUs connected at the same PL or higher are informed and
receive a new key Kt+1

SH encrypted using their KSH . This,
in fact, isolates the compromised node on that level through
privilege downgrading.

TAURUM P2T also includes a Short Secret Key mode
providing each SN with an additional short key (e.g., 16B)
to be used in specific conditions. Forcing the secure network
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Fig. 8: TAURUM P2T Secret Key Deprecate Status.

to work with digests and keys of 16B allows saving throughput
and computation resources. This mode helps to gain extra
hardware resources for counterattacking or managing high
throughput peaks.

To summarize, Figure 9 shows the set secret keys that
every module must handle in a TAURUM P2T architecture.
TAURUM P2T centralizes hardware resources into the SGTW,
allowing for a more flexible and lighter security resource into
the rest of the connected modules. This way, all controllers
can implement an essential encryption function with limited
storage capacity.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The TAURUM P2T Secure CAN network concept was
verified by simulating a real vehicle architecture, including
the SGTW connected to two nodes. The implementation was
based on the neoVI FIRE 2 Multi-Protocol Vehicle Interface
produced by Intrepidcs [15]. The device was configured with
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a CANF-FD baud rate of 2Mbit/s, and TAURUM P2T was
configured to manage up to five PLs (Figure 10). The full
communication stack was built using Python.

NODE2

SECURE 
GATEWAY

SECURE CAN PUBLIC  
CAN

NODE1

Fig. 10: TAURUM P2T simulation environment set up

The proposed simulation environment was used to exper-
imentally validate the TAURUM P2T architecture, providing
interesting information about feasibility and performance in-
troduced by all security mechanisms.

Figure 11 shows the TAURUM P2T throughput overhead
introduced by CMAC calculation with different key lengths.
As discussed in subsection IV-B, TAURUM P2T introduces
a Short Secret Key mode that can be set at run-time in
case of need. Figure 11 shows an 11% CMAC computation
saving moving from a strong 32B key down to a weaker
16B key. TAURUM P2T could use this mechanism to handle
high traffic conditions like the one that could arise from
DoS attacks discussed in subsection III-B. CMAC message-
digest operations are not symmetric. A pure digest calculation
executed by the sender is still 3 times faster than a digest
verification in charge of receivers due to more instructions to
execute.

Implementing the TAURUM P2T communication stack
introduces extra code. Comparing the firmware of one of
our sample nodes implemented without any security feature
with one implementing the TAURUM P2T communication
stack, we measured a 300% code overhead. Nevertheless,
in our prototype, all cryptographic operations are software
implemented. In real ECUs, the use of Crypto Cores would
significantly mitigate this overhead.

As described before, at the very first time, the system exe-
cutes the key provisioning protocol for sharing and exchanging
keys to all the ECUs in the network. This process lasts no more
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Fig. 11: TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN network
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than 50 ms for sharing the secret keys between a secure gate-
way and two secure nodes in our experimental implementation.
This time strongly depends on the CAN baud-rate settings.
A similar amount of time, less than 50ms, is also needed to
update secret keys for each privilege level at the end of each
rolling period. Being this a broadcast operation, this time is not
influenced by the number of nodes. Time measurements are
all performed on the prototype implementation of the system.
Experimental activities also proved the concept’s capability on
privilege separation.

Finally, let us discuss the TAURUM P2T impact on the
hardware architecture. Most of the ECUs used today in real
vehicles are already multi-CAN devices, often with spare
channels available. They, therefore, are already able to host
two CAN-buses. Therefore, the TAURUM P2T architecture
only requires adding the SGTW module and ensuring the Se-
cure CAN cabling. This hardware overhead is mitigated by the
complete lack of the IT secret key management infrastructure,
with annexed security weakness described above, and impact
on management costs.

VI. CONCLUSION

TAURUM P2T Advanced Secure CAN-FD Architecture
for road vehicles fulfills the challenge to increase connected
vehicles security level by keeping the cost of security under
control and limiting intrusiveness in the production and supply
chain. The TAURUM P2T Secure CAN-bus allows reusing
with some updates today’s hardware. Many devices already
have Multi-CAN Controllers on board. The high flexibility
combined with high conductibility permits the management
of simultaneous CMAC from 128 bits to 256bits to make
coexisting high performance with low-performance hardware.
All highest crypto hardware resources shall not be distributed
among the entire network. A secure gateway centralizes them
in a single unit, getting just a central complex system for
supervising all network modules made with simpler hardware.
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